Dear Friends,
It is a great pleasure and honor to welcome you all to join us in celebrating the
2011 Durga Puja in Binghamton which stepped into its 4th year. With relentless effort
by many volunteers in planning and execution of different activities and looking
forward to active participation of our valued guests, we are confident that our 2011
Sharodotsav being held on October the 15th will be another great successful event.
Greater Binghamton Bengali Association would like to take the opportunity to
thank you all for participation and generous support from communities in Binghamton
and far beyond, such as Cortland, Syracuse, Utica, and Watertown area.
Like last year, on this special occasion we have also made an effort to bring out
this magazine as a part of art and cultural tradition of the Bengali community. We
have dedicated this year’s magazine to the fond memory of Mrs. Deepa Purkayastha,
our beloved “Deepa-di” of the Binghamton Bengali community, who passed away in
November 2010. In addition, this year’s magazine would also feature a few articles to
commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of the great Bengali poet Rabindranath
Tagore.
The Greater Binghamton Bengali Association invites you all to share the joy and
happiness of this festive time and offers warm Sharodiya greetings to all of you and
your family.
Sincerely,
The 2011 Durga Puja Committee
Greater Binghamton Bengali Association
http://www.binghamtonpuja.org/
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Durga Puja: 27 Ashwin 1418: 15 October 2011
Schedule
08:00 AM-12.30 PM: Puja (last Pushpanjali at 12.30 PM)
12:30 - 1.30 PM: Prasad + Lunch
1:30 - 2.00 PM: Dashami Puja + Pushpanjali + Bisharjan
02:00 - 02:30 PM: Sindoor Utsab + Bijoya + Dhak
02:30 - 04:00 PM: Movie + Jhaal Muri
04:00 - 5:30 PM: Local Program
05:30 - 06:30 PM: Odissi Dance: Invited Artist: Durga Bor
06:30 - 07:00 PM: Sandhya Aarti
07:00 - 08:00 PM: Dinner
8:00 - 10:00 PM: Music Nite: Invited Artist: Soumen Nandi
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Durga Puja and Childhood Reminiscences
Vaswati Biswas

Rama’s date for the puja that has become popular
among the Bengalis globally.

After the incessant rain of monsoon and
unbearable summer days, when the nature is
bountiful, Durga Puja arrives in Bengal. In Sharotkal
or autumn with swaying of the white Kash phool
against the crystal blue sky, fragrance of Shiuli
phool in the air this amazing festivity starts for five
days. Though the festival is five days long, but the
zeal starts months before Mahalaya (Amavasya) in
the month of Ashwin signaling the onset of
Sharodutsav.

One of the interesting reasons for this change can
be gauged from the historical fact. First such Puja
was organized because Lord Clive wished to thank
the God Almighty for his victory in the battle of
Plassey. He could not do it in the only church of
Calcutta at that time because it was destroyed by
Siraj-ud-Daullah. Indeed many wealthy and
zamindar families in Bengal made British officers of
the East India Company guest of honor at the Pujas
for their ulterior motives- mercantile babus turning
into aristocrats overnight.

The main rituals start, seventh day from Mahalaya
or Saptami and continues for four days marked by
devotion, fun and frolic and feasting by Bengalis all
over the world.
The Durga Puja in its present form we celebrate
today was not the Durga Puja when started
originally in Bengal. The worship of the goddess
Durga as stipulated in the almanac falls in the
month of Chaitra (March- April).

The records in the archives of West Bengal
government shows first grand celebration of Durga
Puja was performed in the late 1500s. The
zamindars (landlords) of Malda and Dinajpur were
the first to conduct the Durga Puja in West Bengal.

In Krittibas Ramayana, Rama invokes the Goddess
Durga in his battle against the King of Lanka,
Ravana. Although Durga was traditionally
worshipped in the spring due to the exigencies of
battle, Sri Rama had to invoke her in the autumn or
Akaal Bodhan (wrong time) and today it is this

“A considerable literature exists around Durga in
Bengali language. It was during 18th century, that
the worship of Durga Puja became popular among
the landed elite of Bengal. Prominent among them
was Raja Nabakrishna Deb of Shobha bazar, who
initiated elaborate Puja at his residence.”
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But today the culture of Puja has shifted to
Sarbojanin (means involving all and excluding
none). The first such Puja was held in Guptipara in
Hooghly district in 1790 known as “baroyaari” (baro
means 12 and yaar means friend). These 12 friends
were prevented from attending an individual Puja
and then they decided to have a Sarbojanin Puja
instead, collecting donations from the public and
making it a para affair.

Inauguration of new clothes would start from the
day of Sasthi, the best set saved for Ashtami
evening. On the Puja days we would wear new
dress to the pujabari, eating phuchkas (panipuri)
and rolls, getting on wooden nagordolna and
pandal hopping like there is no tomorrow and
never complained about shoe bite (in spite of trials
before puja) from which my feet would painfully
ache. Maha ashtami, the most auspicious day we
would all fast in the morning to offer Anjali wearing
sarees, but the attraction was the special bhog to
feed our hungry bellies after fasting. We would
flock to the para pandal in the evening to watch the
Sandhya Arati followed by Dhunuchi dance, dancers
danced with incense filled earthen pots to the
rhythmic beats of Dhaks played by the Dhakis.
Dhakis are the traditional drummers of Bengal. The
atmosphere created was magical and truly
electrifying and it was a genuine delight to watch
them.

Today in Kolkata there are more than 2000
Sarbajanin Pujas each made possible with chanda
(contribution) from individual and corporate vying
for attention and appreciation from the roving
populace of Kolkata.
Back in my childhood, it is the anticipation from
Mahalaya leading up to the pujo days was
exhilarating. The sweetness, fragrance, colors, food
and music are still imprinted in my mind. On the
day of Mahalaya we woke up early hours of dawn
to the mesmerizing voice of Sri Birendrakrishna
Bhadra reciting Mahisasura Mardini on radio. We
would doze off to sleep, not understanding the
Sanskrit chants but only awakened by the
melodious tunes of Agamoni songs. Agamoni songs
are special songs to welcome Maa Durga which are
sung during the festival like Christmas carols at
Christmas time although nowadays we don’t hear
much. Excitement and joy ran through our house
during pre-puja days. We loved new clothes and I
would count with my sisters how many dresses we
received from family and relatives. Though I hated
our identical dresses made by the family tailor,
Masterda, which were of same print and design.
We would sneak into the bedrooms to feel and
touch the nicely folded gawrod silk, crisp tants and
dhakais for our mother, grandma and aunts.
Everyday trial with our pretty shoes in front of the
mirror and practice walk to prevent blisters on our
feet was painful but fun. Instant battle occurred
amongst my siblings to read the Puja special
children publication “Anandamela” as soon as it
would arrive, while the family kitchen will buzz with
chatter and aromas. Various forms of delicaciesgawja, nimki, malpoas, naroos, labangalatika and
mowas were prepared by our grandma and Maa for
all those who would visit us during the festive days.

On Dasami the final day, we felt barrage of sadness.
Kakimas and my Maa would adieu farewell to Maa
Durga offering betel leaves, sindoor and sweets
followed by Sindoor Khela of married women
amidst the melancholic beats of Dhak. But sadness
was often uplifted by the thought of Bijaya
Dashami. There would be a big family gathering in
the evening at our house to celebrate Bijoya. Men
would greet by embracing each other called
Kolakuli, youngsters would touch elder’s feet to get
blessing and then followed by serving of sweets
and savories. Bijaya Dashami effect lingered till
Lakshmi puja and beyond, while visiting family,
relatives and friends to exchange with them
greetings and sampling home-made sweets.
Though Pujo in North America is still not the same
as back in home, I am still excited to celebrate the
Durga Puja on the weekend when the fall leaves are
changing colors into bright red and orange, sun
shining brilliantly through maple leaves and there is
chill in the autumn air. In the end it is about having
a good time, dressing up in ethnic wear, indulging
in Bhog and Bengali delicacies, offering Anjali and
praying to Devi “Goodness over evil”, saying
“ASCHE BOCCHOR ABAR HOBE”. That’s for me is
Durga Puja now.
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Love and Devotion in Ghare Baire

Pradipta Chatterji
Nobel Laureate author Rabindranath Tagore’s
150th birthday is being celebrated all over the world by
many this year. Renowned and talented individuals
from various disciplines are engaged in republishing,
and reanalyzing some of Tagore’s old letters,
unfinished documents, and other literary collections.
Reputable cultural organizations are busy coordinating
and presenting programs of Tagore’s songs, poems,
and dance dramas.
Tagore is globally revered and acknowledged
for his great literary talents. He has left us a legacy of
poems, novels, short stories, dramas, paintings,
drawings, and music of timeless quality to be enjoyed
forever by subsequent generations. A substantial part
of Tagore’s work has been translated into English and
reaches readers worldwide. Tagore’s literature gives us
joy and satisfaction during times of happiness, and
solace and peace during times of sorrow and
disappointment, bringing him closer to us like a friend
and guide.
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It is also time for us to remember our beloved
poet in his 150th birth year in our own individual ways.
In order to express my love and devotion towards
Tagore’s literature, I have tried to analyze the concepts
of love and devotion as Tagore expressed them
through his characters in one of his renowned novels,
Ghare Baire, as my humble tribute honoring Tagore’s
memory.
Tagore was introduced to me through a set of
Rabindra Rachanabali (the complete set of Tagore’s
works) long before I learned how to read. I still have a
vague memory of seeing a very special set of books in a
small built-in bookshelf in our house. Later, I realized
that it was a beautiful set of books, with chocolatecolored Rexene binding, cream-colored pages, and dark
brown prints. The set of Rabindra Rachanabali was
also a surprise gift to my mother by my father on their
first anniversary. I grew up viewing the set of books
with awe and admiration, and Rabindranath Tagore
became a symbol of love and devotion to me from that
time .The shiny set of Rabindra Rachanabali started to
grow dull, and the pages lost their brand new smell and
gathered dust by the time I was old enough to browse
through them and attempt to read some of the books.
Tagore’s novels attracted me more than his
short stories as the novels lasted much longer and
provided me with extended periods of recreational
time. Tagore’s novels were not easy to read or
understand, and on many occasions I needed to reread
lines to somehow make sense of the author’s
viewpoints. However, I remained mesmerized by the
novels whether I completely understood the themes or
not.
The following are the names of most of
Tagore’s novels: Chaturanga, Gora, Shesher Kabita, Ghare
Baire, Char Odhay, Noukadubi, Rajorshi, Malancha , Diu
Bon, Jogajog. Ghare Baire, also known as The Home and the
World, was first published in 1915 in Bengali and
translated into English in 1919. Ghare Baire was adapted
as a movie in the eighties by the famous director
Satyajit Ray. The novel probably received more
attention outside Bengal and India than Tagore’s other
novels as it was first published only two years after

Tagore received the Nobel Prize and became known
worldwide.
The story of Ghare Baire is based on the
background of the Nationalistic movements in India.
This was a time period when feelings of Nationalism
started to surface among Indians involving the rising
movement against British rule in India. Any kind of
feeling of Nationalism must grow from love and
devotion towards one’s country and result in seeking to
restore the country’s freedom and dignity. However,
the practice of the originally nonviolent Nationalism
had soon turned ugly and dangerous by the self-seeking
moral insensibility of some individuals expressing
hatred and aggression, which caused communal riots
and killing of the innocent. Such actions were contrary
to any feelings of love and devotion towards humanity
in general.
Tagore’s love and devotion towards his
country was sincere and deep. Tagore had abandoned
his knighthood in 1919(which he had received earlier
from King George V of England) as a symbol of his
dissent from the killing of thousands of unarmed men,
women, and children in the town of Jallionwallabag in
Punjab as ordered by the infamous General Dyer of
the British government. Tagore wrote national songs
and even gave the music for the Nationalistic
movement’s anthem “Bande Mataram,” composed by
Bankim Chandra Chatterjee.
However, Tagore denounced the upsurge of
aggression, hatred, and violence in the name of
Nationalism that was practiced by many during that
time in India, and thus his ideas differed from the
popular practice of Nationalism.
The story of Ghare Baire revolves around a love
triangle, including Bimala, a young woman from a
middle class background married to a rich landlord
family; her husband, Nikhilesh, an educated young man
with modern views; and Nikhilesh’s friend, Sandip, an
egoistic young man with charismatic oratory abilities
who attempted to lead people towards his blindly
fanatic patriotic ideas in the name of Nationalism.
Sandip was a guest at Nikhilesh’s house while he was
conducting such activities.
Tagore expressed his sublime love and
devotion towards his country through the character of
Nikhilesh in the novel. Nikhilesh was an educated,
enlightened, and progressive individual with high moral
13

values and a benevolent attitude. Although Nikhilesh
was a landlord by birth, material wealth did not spoil
him but taught him to use his assets to help others.
Nikhilesh’s s ideas of love and devotion were selfless.
Driven only by humanitarian interests, his devotion for
his country did not make him scornful of other
nations. Nikhilesh’s global perspective desired peace
and harmony for all as he believed in equal and
cooperative relationships for individuals and nations.
Nikhilesh was strongly against the ideas of Nationalism
adopted by his friend Sandip in the novel and believed
that Sandip was making Nationalism into a cult by
trying to intoxicate impressionable youths and others
by his passionate lectures, attempting to involve them
in unethical and dangerous acts in the name of
liberating the country but serving his own selfish
purposes.
Nikhilesh had unconditional, boundless love
and devotion for Bimala, his wife of nine years.
Nikhilesh believed in true love, which is always based
upon equality and fairness, and wanted Bimala to
reciprocate in the same manner. Nikhilesh introduced
the traditional Bimala, who was satisfied with her
husband and her life at home, to the world outside as
he wanted her to become involved in larger issues
beyond the necessary household matters and lead a
complete and more meaningful life. He also formally
educated Bimala and taught her modern ways by
appointing a tutor for her. Nikhilesh’s altruism,
philanthropy, idealism, and progressive attitude were
definitely unusual for the time period when this novel
was written and reflects how advanced and enlightened
Tagore’s ideas were for his time.
Bimala’s ideas about love and devotion were
different from her husband’s. She grew up watching
her mother’s profound love and devotion towards her
father as expressed in all the simple household tasks
that her mother did. In her thinking, Bimala considered
that this intense form of love and devotion involved
worshipping one’s loved one, which involved the
complete surrender of the soul to the beloved. Here
Tagore elevates worldly love and offers spiritual
significance to it by equating love with worship.
As Bimala started her married life with such
ideas about love and devotion, she considered herself
fortunate to be able to be next to her husband, but in
her heart she always wanted to extend herself beyond

into worshipping her husband in the same manner
her mother worshipped her father. However, Bimala’s
life circumstances were different and did not allow her
the opportunities to submit her own selfless love to her
husband as she found herself immersed in limitless

tolerate any level of personal suffering to maintain his
belief.
Ghare Baire ended visibly in tragedy, although
Bimala finally was able to emotionally detach herself
from the evil influence of Sandip and ask for

material wealth and unconditional genuine love and
devotion from her husband from the beginning.
The novel takes a twist as Bimala
unfortunately lost her focus on true love and was
attracted to the ideas and personality of the narcissistic
Sandip by attending and hearing his provocative
lectures. She even developed an infatuation towards
Sandip and his views by exchanging pseudo-idealistic
conversations with him after she was introduced to
Sandip by Nikhilesh. Bimala’s fascination with Sandip
was maintained by Sandip’s aggressive advancement
and encouragement while Bimala was tormented inside,
struggling emotionally to gain strength to reject Sandip
but unable to do so. Sandip even used Bimala by
stealing money from her family chest to satisfy his own
selfish ego.
Nikhilesh realized what was happening but
maintained his calm composure throughout, although
he was devastated internally with pain and agony.
Nikhilesh did not interfere as he did not believe in any
kind of manipulation or emotional pressure in love. He
wanted to live with the ultimate truth and was ready to

forgiveness from her husband who, needless to say,
forgave her readily . Sandip’s wrongful actions resulted
in communal strife in Nikhilesh’s village and the
cowardly Sandip fled the area to save his life. Nikhilesh
was severely wounded trying to calm the riots by
immediately travelling to the troubled areas .
The reader may claim that Ghare Baire's ending
need not be considered as tragic. It can be fancied
that Tagore possibly symbolically had expressed his
wishes and hopes for the future of his beloved India,
through the course of events at the end of the novel.
Tagore may have desired the future leaders of India to
be altruistic, and selfless capable of surrendering their
own lives to help the numerous victims of the
communal riots; wished for the morally insensible,
fanatic, pseudo leaders seeking self interests, to make
their cowardly exit from the scene of Nationalism ;and
mostly hoped for all the citizens to come to their
senses, ending all their infatuation towards the wrong
causes and realize the ultimate value of love and
devotion towards all humans.
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My Memories of Dipadi
Subimal Chatterjee
I remember Dipadi for her uncanny ability to pick up the
small (and silly) things that were important to me. I
remember calling her from the tarmac of Delhi
International airport, waiting for my Kolkata connection
to take off, to wish her a happy birthday. She was very
happy to get my call, but after a few minutes she said,
“You will be happy to know that the Steelers won
today,” knowing how much of a Steelers fan I was.
Then she added ruefully “But the Bills lost as usual,”
which I knew just broke her heart.

before she choked on her drink and died was write me a
birthday card and enclose a gift card for Red Lobster. I
keep that gift card as a reminder of the gift that Dipadi
was to me (and our community) – a pillar of strength,
and a source of wisdom that we could always count on
to tell us the right thing to do. I will not forget her.

Notes of Deepa Di
Sumit, Sudeshna, Roshni, Shikha & Diya

I remember getting dangerously above the speed limit
as I would get closer and closer to the Windsor exit on
Route 17 East on my way to dinner at her house,
knowing the many delicious mishtis that would be
waiting for me (and, for sure, for many others). When it
came to making mishtis, she was far above anyone that
I have known. Even there, her sense of humor would
come through, and she would say “I know that you have
a cholesterol problem, but your Lipitor should take care
of my mishtis tonight.”
I remember Dipadi for our disagreements on things,
both large and small. She was not a person to give in
readily (or ever), but she always respected the “other”
point of view. Even when I disagreed with her, I never
felt “small” because I knew that she understood, and
did not belittle, my point of view. She exemplified how
to sustain relationships even when the parties disagree
– a lesson in leadership that can be taught by only a few
exceptional people.
I remember Dipadi for her courage to take in stride the
bad times that came her way, and there were many of
them. I remember tiptoeing through the ICU to get to
her sterile room only to find her intently reading
Sananda. She would never complain, or say that she
was in pain because showing strength was important to
her. I remember her, lying on the hospital bed, and
laughing at how she had apparently lapsed into a
Bengali tirade as she was coming out of anesthesia
following a brain tumor surgery. It was, as if she was
trying to teach me what courage was all about.
Dipadi and I made a point of calling each other on our
birthdays (I might forget, but she would not). During
the last few years, these calls were bittersweet and I
knew that she was thinking if this one was going to be
the last. Arindamda tells me that the last thing she did,
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It's hard to believe it will be a year since you left us on
November 17th, 2010. We will forever remember this
day in silence and never forget how you touched so
many our lives. DeepaDi, you were the heart and soul
of our community. Even through all the trials, you kept
such a positive spirit and were an inspiration to all.
We shall not find a heart that was so kind, loving and
thoughtful; you left us with so many memories too
numerous to mention. The special events we celebrated
at our home with friends and families are especially
th
memorable - your 25 anniversary and ArindamDa’s
th
70 Birthday. The many community events will not be
the same without your delicious cooking and your witty
company.
Saddened that we were leaving and wanting to wish us
well but knowing you could not send us off with one of
your heartwarming cooking, the final gift we received
the day after the fateful event will always exemplify
your thoughtfulness and caring nature to us. The girls
too had a special place in your heart and you always
remembered to mark their birthdays in some way. We
feel blessed to have known you.


Sharing My Most Favorite
Deepadi Recipes

Method:
1. Roast the moong dal till golden brown, cool and
then wash well.
2. Boil the dal with salt, turmeric powder and half of
the ginger. When dal is about half done add the
rice, chili powder and jeera powder. Add water as
needed.
3. When khichuri is done, add the phoron and the rest
of the ginger juliennes and let it simmer for a few
minutes.
4. Add ghee and then adjust taste with salt and sugar.
5. Slit the green chilies and add on top of the
khichuri. Cover with a lid for 10 minutes or so,
and then mix the green chilies into the khichuri.
6. Serve with green chilies, lemon and ghee on the
side.

Sudipta Chatterjee

Shol-Mulo
It was Somnath, Arindamda’s nephew, who first
mentioned this dish to me. The story goes that Somnath
had expressed his dislike for mulo when Deepdadi had
served this dish to him. To which his Kaki had remarked
“you don’t like mulo, taste this shol-mulo and you’ll
change your mind”. He did, and so did a lot of mulo
haters in Binghamton when they tasted Deepadi’s sholmulo. I do not have an exact recipe for this, but as
Bimanda says …”Bengali cooking is an art, not a
science”, so just wing it friends.

Deepadi was and always will be my most favorite chef.
My fondest memories of Deepadi are that of the Bengali
food we tasted at the countless get-togethers at her
place. Two of my top favorite recipes are that of
khichuri and shol-mulo. I am honored to share these two
recipes with the Binghamton Bengali community this
Durga Puja.

Ingredients:
 Catfish nuggets or fillets (note, we don’t use shol
maach in USA)
 Onions, about ¾ of fish quantity
 Mulo, same quantity as the catfish
 Salt
 Turmeric
 Sugar
 Sukno lanka and kaacha lanka

Saraswati Pujor Khichuri
I don’t exactly remember the year Sudeshna and I took
over the responsibility of making the khichuri for
Saraswati pujo, but I do remember going through
several trials/experiments to get an exact recipe so we
could cook for a crowd. I also remember Deepadi’s
approval after she tasted my first attempt….that made
my day. I have a semi-exact recipe here, which I am
sure, the average Bengali cook will have no difficulty
following.

Cut the catfish into 1.5 inch cubes and fry with salt and
turmeric till almost done. Keep aside. Cut the mulo the
same size as the catfish and also fry it the same way as
the fish and keep aside.
Cut 1/3 rd of the onions into 1 inch cubes, finely mince
the next 1/3 rd and the remaining 1/3 rd grind into a
paste with the sukno lanka. Now fry the onion chunks
till translucent, then add the mince onions and the onion
paste. When the raw smell of onion disappears add the
mulo and a little later add the fish and slit kaacha lanka.
Cook till done. Taste, and if required, add some sugar.
Sometimes when the mulo is bitter, the sugar helps.
Hope you enjoy these recipes. If I missed out on some
ingredients or steps, email me
(chatterj@binghamton.edu), or just improvise.

Ingredients (for feeding 10 people):
 Bhaja moong dal – 2.5 cups
 Basmati chaal – 1.5 cups
 Jeera powder – 1 TBSP
 Turmeric powder – 0.5 tsp (or less)
 Red chili powder – to taste
 Salt & Sugar – to taste
 Green chilies, whole – 3 to 4
 Ginger, julienned – to taste
 Ghee –prepared from 1 stick of unsalted butter
 Phoron – Paanch phoron, sukno lanka and tejpatta
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MIGRANT

THE RIVER

Arnab Dasgupta

Divya Hari

From distant a land
I migrated to faraway a place
A country so vast and picturesque
Where honesty met good and kindness.

Little waves in the river,
Present a charm forever;
Especially when breezes shiver,
And trees on the margin quiver.

I drove along the winding roads
Went over the plateau and the hills
Crossed many a town on my way
Never will they leave my memories.

Through her water clear,
Barges pass all the year;
Sometimes fancy boats appear,
Carrying the beloved and the lover.

I traveled over highways and trails
Steered through many turnings and bends
Path is my destiny I thought
I wished my journey never ends.

I think with by brow wrinkled wholly,
Wherefrom the river comes out slowly;
Where is that mountain standing victoriously,
Which is the origin of her journey holy.

As silence of eternity spoke
talked without uttering a word
I sang with the music of the wind
loneliness couldn’t break my heart…

She cheerfully flows to left and right,
Never ceases and flows through fight;
She sees the cowboy flying his kite,
Gazes many other changing a sight.

Then there was a rough and bumpy road
after more turnings and bends
and it seemed just a one-way
I wondered if it ever ends
Life is one dream transient
Short are the days to have it all
In quest of finding the best
I ignored my motherland’s call
Perhaps a little bit of sorrow
there is deep down in my heart
I long for a blissful tomorrow
for everything in God I trust.

Sometimes the river in an angry mood,
Overflows her banks - cities and wood;
Again she is the cause of the country’s good,
As she bolsters the growth of our food.
Here making a clap,
After a long gap;
She took eternal nap,
In the sea’s lap…..
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My Journey from Upstate New York to Northern Virginia
Roshni Ray
The first ten years of my life I lived in
Upstate New York close to Binghamton.
Binghamton is a city in the Southern Tier of
New York known for its scenic beauty and
enchanting villages. It is near the
Pennsylvania state border, in a bowl-shaped
valley at the confluence of the Susquehanna
and Chenango Rivers.

who have ten fingers New York has eleven
fingers! This region has an abundance of
natural beauty from the pristine lakes,
gorgeous waterfalls, and magnificent parks.
Cayuga Lake, the longest of the eleven
Finger Lakes is the closest to where we
lived. It reaches across three counties
(Seneca, Cayuga and Tompkins counties)
and stretches for nearly 40 miles from
Seneca Falls to Ithaca. Ithaca is located in
the southern end of Cayuga Lake, known as
a great college town, with a fun and free
vibe that emanates from Cornell University
and Ithaca College.

International Business Machines (IBM) was
founded in this region. My elementary
school in New York was called T. J. Watson
Elementary School, named after IBM's longtime President Thomas John Watson Sr.
This year IBM is celebrating its 100 year
anniversary and students from my school
participated by creating artworks on
canvas. Edwin Albert Link also contributed
a great deal to this region. He invented the
first commercial flight simulator called the
"Blue Box”. Greater Binghamton Airport is
named after him, and there is an original
"Blue Box" on display in the terminal.
The work of these pioneers lead to a
notable concentration of electronics- and
defense-oriented firms that continue to
exist to this day.

In March of this year, we moved to
Loudoun County in Northern Virginia. I
started in 4th grade at Mill Run Elementary
School, middle of the school year. This area
is close to Washington DC so I am looking
forward to exploring the many sights of the
capital especially the museums and
monuments!

We lived in a town called Endicott between
Broome and Tioga counties, not too far
from New York's Finger Lakes Region. The
Finger Lakes were formed by glacial action
from the last Ice Age. Unlike most people
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Interesting Places in Italy
Courtesy Pictures by Subal Kumbhakar

A Church in Lecce, Italy

Juliet's balcony in Verona

Famous air opera Verona, playing
Barber of Seville

Verona, Italy
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Interesting Places in Russia
Courtesy Pictures by Subal Kumbhakar

St. Basil's Cathedral in Red Square, 16th century

Moscow Red Square from the river bank

Church of the spilled blood, St.
Petersburg

Moscow University
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My Odyssey in Bangladesh

as cars weaved around one another. The
countless people in poverty went from car to car,
begging at the windows with folded hands.
Rickshaw drivers, content with whatever low pay
they received, speedily pedaled through the
streets. Students of the many schools and
universities walked about, wearing matching
uniforms. Bangladesh’s capital city seemed to
be slowly and awkwardly modernizing.
That same day, I saw a branch of my
family. My aunt, uncle, and three cousins
cordially welcomed us into their house, four
stories above the busy streets of Dhaka. When I
stood on the balcony, four floors high, I would
admire the Dhaka streets. Children in dirty
clothes and worn out sandals would run around
enthusiastically as they kicked around a ragged
soccer ball or turned the street into a small
cricket field. A man across the road would cook
on a blackened pan that hung suspended over a
fire. He would look up at the throngs of people
passing by in hopes of a customer. People
walked along the dirt roads, wary of cars and
bikes that inched along the congested streets. It
was a fascinating sight.

Nisarga Nilotpal Paul

As I was born and raised away from my
parents’ motherland Bangladesh, I have grown
up away from my roots. For almost all of my life,
oceans have separated me from the country of
my heritage, and therefore, I had never been
very attached to my roots. In fact, I cannot even
fluently speak my mother language, Bangla. Due
to this, I have shied away from the phone
whenever my long distance relatives have
called, not wanting to embarrass myself. The
last time I visited my relatives was in 2000. More
than ten years later, I barely remembered
anything about my visit as a three-year old. All I
knew was that after a decade of growing apart
from my roots, my family and I were going back
to our relatives and our motherland,
Bangladesh.

After a few days, we set off for the place
my father grew up in: the village and farms of
Khalbhanga. After a five hour journey, I arrived
at a village full of small, thatched houses made
of tin, bamboo, and clay. We walked through a
labyrinth of these houses, full of families that
had lived there for centuries. Potters greeted us
as they shaped bowls made from clay harvested
from the riverside. Children stared at us
curiously, stopping their activity to observe the
newcomers. Many elders hobbled out to meet
us, to whom we gave a courteous pronam as a
sign of respect.

For four weeks during the winter, I was
going to a country that was an integral part of
me, yet seemed unknown and new to me. As I
had no clear memories of it, Bangladesh
seemed to be more of a mystery to me than
anything. We set off on several lengthy flights
through London, Rome, and even Kuwait, and
before I knew it, we were in Bangladesh.
As my family and I traveled through
Dhaka, we observed how the city was bustling
with life to the point of chaos. Pedestrians
walked on the road as well as the sidewalk,
dodging cars that hurtled towards them. The
omnipresent sound of cars honking filled the air
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sea food, freshly caught from nearby rivers.
Chickens, still alive and squawking wildly,
fluttered around in nets of rope. It was a colorful
scene as villagers bought the food that they
would cook and prepare. As we walked on, we
met a farmer who was heaving along a heavy
cart of crops to the marketplace, which he had
no doubt grown for months. We approached him
to buy his crops. He sold us a dozen bananas,
two bundles of snow beans, and two bundles of
spinach for only seventy taka. As I converted the
price to the unit I had always been used to, I
grew very surprised. After all of his hard work of
planting, growing, harvesting, and transporting
these crops, he sold them to us for the
equivalent of one dollar.

In Khalbhanga, I met the rest of my
family. I met my other uncles and aunts, who
looked at us as if they had seen us just
yesterday. I also met all of my cousins. After ten
years, we certainly had quite a bit to share.
There is a saying that “It takes a village to raise
a child.” I wondered, if my family hadn’t moved
overseas, would I have grown up like my
cousins, treating the village like my family?
This village was a beauty I had never
seen overseas. When we took walks throughout
the village, all I could see from horizon to
horizon was farmland, fresh and bright green,
with rivers meandering through the lands.
People worked on the land tirelessly, pulling
stalks out from the muddy ground and bundling
them up. Goats, chickens, and cows wandered
along the farms and roads freely. The vast plots
of land were bordered by a placid river that
flowed on endlessly, nourishing the greenery of
the land.

I silently despaired as our stay drew to a
close. My cousins had taught me a lot about my
motherland. They showed me the culture I had
grown up away from. I would miss the wonder of
both the village and the city, the warmth of my
family, and even the board game I grew fond of,
Carom. I had not expected such an experience; I
had not expected to see such beauty every time
I gazed outside during a bus ride; I had not
expected to feel an inexplicable attachment to
my roots.
rd
We left on the 23 of January. The
departure was tearful as expected when a part
of a family leaves the rest. The journey back felt
too quick despite the hours on the planes I spent
pondering the past month. The whole time I
thought of the natural wonder of Bangladesh
and the warmth of my family that lived there.
I will always remember the memories I
have in Bangladesh. While I still cannot speak
my mother language well, the one way I have of
showing my attachment to my roots is with my
flute. With my flute I will play the Bangla songs I
learned from my family in Bangladesh.

The heart of Khalbhanga was the
marketplace, which we visited quite often. These
packed streets represented the very cuisine of
the Bengalis. Squash, cauliflowers, potatoes,
and other vegetables were stacked in large
piles. Aisles were full of fresh, plump fish and
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